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Let me begin by paraphrasing Deerfield’s headmaster, Dr. Curtis. She said that Deerfield 
is a private institution and therefore they can and will censor what they feel is 
inappropriate and unrepresentative of Deerfield’s central values. While I see no fault in 
Deerfield’s code of how far free speech goes, the only tragedy is that this does not extend 
mandatorily throughout people’s lives. 
  
Perhaps, you’ve heard of the recent incident involving a Deerfield alumnus at an ivy 
league school in which the said student beat a student of color while yelling racial slurs. I 
would like to state clearly firmly that this does not represent any other student, alumnus, 
staff member, or teacher at Deerfield Academy. Although, maybe it does represent our 
failure as an institution and as a community. 
  
When the news of the incident broke around campus, nobody was surprised. In that 
statement lies a flaw of private prep schools. I don’t want to generalize, but the reality is 
that we all knew who he was, what he was like, and yet he still walked at graduation. 
Nobody on campus was surprised when the student was revealed; which was 
disheartening because we let that slide. We let somebody -- who didn’t embody the 
values we hold dearly to our hearts -- go into the real world without saying a word. 
  
But, he wasn’t alone in his actions. People are willing to fight ideals with ideals, which is 
unfortunate because it can cause unnecessary violence and death. We saw it in 
Charlottesville, and it is scary to think that it can also happen at Deerfield, one of the 
nation’s most highly esteemed institutions. 
  
Who can you blame? It’s hard to stand up to people in a high socioeconomic class. It’s 
hard to stand up at graduation in front of the entire school and parents and say, “I do not 
believe that this student deserves to graduate from our school.” It’s hard to stand up and 
say something to majorities of people firm in their beliefs. I remember a particularly 
scathing letter to the students and administration that was posted around the school on the 
morning of this student’s graduation, which pointed out a lot of issues we have as a 
community. But it was addressed anonymously and only further divided the school. 
  
An incident like this doesn’t mean we should let loose on the student on social media or 
in conversations behind closed doors. Yes, what he did was intolerable and 
unrepresentative of the ideal social values of Deerfield, but we shouldn’t fight fire with 
fire. We shouldn’t generalize a whole race because of the actions of one individual. Our 
duty as students in a incredibly politically divided world should be to bring people 
together, not expand the ends of the political spectrum. 



 
I’m not here to whale on the student or anybody on campus. I’m here to ask you to think 
about the opportunities we have at incredible places like our boarding schools and to take 
something away from them. It’s true, there are a lot of hardcore liberals and conservatives 
who often clash on topics like this, but that is one of the beauties of prep schools. Forced 
to live alongside people with polar opposite political views, you can either spend your 
days hating the people around you or choose to learn from them. 
  
I’m a huge believer of second chances for most things. I hope that the student doesn’t let 
this affect his life negatively because hopefully he and others around him can take away 
something positive from this experience. But, I also hope that people who are opposed to 
his actions can take the time to back away and look at the issue as a whole so that they 
can see how they can bring everyone together and not drive us apart. 


